
IELTS Writing Task 2: Ideas, Opinions and Topic Vocabulary (Band 7+)

Chapter 16: Sport 

Sport on television encourages young people to do sport 
Some children may be inspired and enthused to take up sports that they saw on 
television.


Some children who watch sport on television will definitely want to participate in sport 
themselves because they want to become famous like their sporting heroes.


Children usually imitate what adults do and therefore they are likely to want to do or at 
least try sports that they see their sporting heroes doing.


Children see successful sportsmen and sportswomen on television and know the

lavish lifestyles that they lead so many of them are encouraged to take part in sport or 
persist doing a sport that could lead to a professional contract and a high income.


Sport on television discourages young people from doing sport 
Many young people prefer to watch sport on television rather than doing any sport or 
physical exercise themselves. They find it a lot easier to stay at home in their bedrooms 
rather than make the effort to go outside.


Children may see sports stars under extreme stress or pressure and this may discourage 
them from engaging in sport.


Young people can see sports people and athletes on television get an injury and this may 
put off some young people from doing sport.
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Possible IELTS Questions: 

In many parts of the world, there is continuous coverage of sport on television. Some 
people believe that this discourages the young from taking part in any sport 
themselves. Discuss this view and give your own opinion.


Sport is one of the most popular draws on television today. Some people argue that 
the practice of showing sport on television is to blame for the poor health of the young 
generation by encouraging them to watch rather than partake in physical activity. To 
what extent do you agree or disagree with this view?


Successful sports professionals can earn a great deal of money than people in other 
professions. Some people think this is fully justified, while others think it is unfair. 
Discuss both these views and give your own opinion.


Some people think that professional athletes make good role models for young 
people, while others believe they do not. Discuss both these points of view and give 
your own opinion.
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